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Canonical Knowledge about Magnetic Fields
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Figure 6
The set of diffuse cloud and molecular cloud Zeeman measurements of the magnitude of the line-of-sight component BLOS of the
magnetic vector B and their 1σ uncertainties, plotted against n H = n(HI) or 2n(H 2 ) for HI and molecular clouds, respectively
(Crutcher et al. 2010). Although Zeeman measurements give the direction of the line-of-sight component as well as the magnitude,
only the magnitudes are plotted.
blue line shows the most probable maximum values for BTOT (n H ) determined from the
4 The solid
3 0.65
plotted values of BLOS by the Bayesian analysis of Crutcher et al. (2010). Also shown (plotted as light blue shading) are the ranges given
by acceptable alternative model parameters to indicate the uncertainty in the model.

Crutcher (2010, 2012):
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different regions, different methods
=> hard to probe density dependence

Magnetic Fields in Pristine IRDCs

Infrared Dark Clouds (IRDCs)
=> probe magnetic field in early stages of SF
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Setting the Stage: Low Virial Parameters
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Observing Magnetic Fields in IRDCs
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Alternative Approach: High–Mass Starless Cores
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Summary

Setting the Stage: Low Virial Parameters

Starting Point: Low Turbulence in High–Mass Cores

Pillai, Kauffmann, Wyrowski et al. (2011)

virial parameter α ~ 0.3
mass & kinematics in G35.20w
=> 1.6 mG required

Evidence for Strong Fields II: Virial Analysis
virial analysis:
Bertoldi & McKee (1992)
Kauffmann, Pillai & Goldsmith (2013)

Pillai et al. 2011, Kauffmann et al. 2013: "Starless" massive IRDC cores are "overbound"

α ≪ 2 => strong magnetic fields?

many cores are in the unstable domain
=> short lifetime?

Using Polarized Dust to Observe Magnetic Fields

Recent Surveys
No. 2, 2009

ANCHORING MAGNETIC FIELD IN TURBULENT MOLECULAR CLOUDS
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Planck intermediate results. XXXV (Soler)
Taurus MC
Planck resolution of 5-10 arcmin
=> beam of 6-12 pc @ 4 kpc!

Figure 1. Magnetic fields in the Orion molecular cloud region. The background image shows the IRAS (Neugebauer et al. 1984) 100 µm map in logarithmic scale. We
superpose on this map the magnetic field directions inferred from optical data (blue vectors), and the mean of all the optical data is shown as the thick gray vector. The
Hertz polarimeter (Dotson et al. 2009) at the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory mapped eight clouds (see labels A through H on the IRAS map) in this region at 350 µm
with 20′′ resolution, and these CSO results are shown as insets, using red vectors on individual false-color intensity maps. The mean direction of all the 350 µm
polarization detections from a given core is shown as a white vector superposed on each core’s map, and these white vectors are also plotted on the IRAS 100 µm map.
All the false-color Hertz intensity maps are plotted to the same scale: 140 arcseconds across (approximately 0.3 pc). Note that the spatial scales and mass densities are
very different between the regions probed by the two wavelengths, but the field orientations are very similar.

Li et al. (2009, 2015)
maps of individual cores
=> no comprehensive overviews
See Poster S2-5; G. Li

Magnetic Fields in Pristine IRDCs

Hertz archival data from archival database Dotson+2010

" ≤ 0.6 => sub-critical
MA ≤ 0.4 => magnetic fields dynamically as
important as turbulence

Galactic Center cloud
=> measurement in extreme environment
Pillai et al. (2015)

Magnetic Fields in Pristine IRDCs
Pillai et al. (2015)
archival data: Dotson+ (2010) and Matthews+ (2009)

Also Busquet's talk (Poster S3-2; Chen)

Pillai et al. (2016)

•
•

clouds are sub–Alfvenic
clouds are about critical
CN Zeeman

See Poster S4-1: Brauer on limitations of CN Zeeman

POLSTAR: Magnetic Fields in IRDCs

POLSTAR Survey

near-IR
(diffuse gas)

(a) simulated dust intensity map

far-IR
(envelope and cores)
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(b) simulated field orientation map

λ = 1.3 mm

simulations
(enabled by ISM–SPP)
0.4 pc

sub-mm
(dense gas)

Magnetic fields remain the major unknown!
POLSTAR: POLarization Survey of STAR Forming Filaments
wavelengths: Near-IR (Pico Dos Dias), far-IR (SOFIA), sub-mm (APEX)
PI: T. Pillai

(Largely)Quiescent!
Pillai+06,Kainulainen+2011

Low Mass Clusters!
Gutermuth 2008, Kirk+2013
Fernandez-Lopez 2014

High Mass Clusters !
Leurini+2011

Summary
virial parameter
=> strong field suggested
dust and CN–Zeeman in IRDCs
=> strong field observed

POLSTAR
=> multi–scale field studies ongoing
field orientation about constant, and ordered

CoCoA
survey of all known massive 70 "m dark cores
=> massive starless cores are rare
=> magnetic fields do not delay SF?

